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The NCSS logo is a design element used to identify and brand the national 
partnership known as the National Cooperative Soil Survey (NCSS). 

The NCSS logo is the official and sole identifying mark for the NCSS partnership. 
The logo is designated for display on all information products of the partnership 
regardless of medium. 

These guidelines provide an overview of the new NCSS logo. This guide is meant 
to keep creative efforts focused and consistent while allowing for flexibility, 
creativity, and growth. 

The logo is available in five different configurations. Each configuration is 
rendered in five different color schemes to accommodate various applications. 

All versions of the logo are available for download at http://go.usa.gov/xNwWn. 

A New Visual Identity 
The NCSS logo is a graphic representation of a soil profile—the foundation for all 
soil survey work—along with the partnership’s name, initials, or both. The symbol 
colors—very dark brown (10YR 2/2), yellowish red (5YR 4/8), and light olive 
gray (5Y 6/2)—represent familiar horizons and features of soil in every form. 
Together, these elements comprise the logo. 

The new NCSS logo was created in 2011 by graphic artist Sarah Odgers, who at 
the time was an employee of the National Soil Survey Center–Geospatial Research 
Unit at West Virginia University in Morgantown, WV. Approved in 2017, the logo 
is now the official visual identity for the NCSS. 
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How to Use the NCSS Logo 
Out with the Old 
The new NCSS logo replaces all previous versions of the logo. DO NOT USE any 
variations of the following logos. 

 

 

In with the New 
The new logo consists of two elements: the soil profile and the NCSS wordmark. 

Both elements have been visually updated from the previous versions of the logo to 
create a new, modern logo that can be used in various formats. 

It is important to maintain a consistent visual appearance of the logo; therefore, 
none of the elements may be altered in any way. Five different configurations are 
provided for your convenience. These are the only acceptable configurations. 
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Color Options 
The full color version of the logo should be used whenever possible. When budget, 
printing restrictions, or design needs prevent the use of color, the grayscale, black, 
and white versions are acceptable. 

It is crucial that the contrast between the background and the logo is sufficient 
enough to ensure that the logo is legible and clear. When the logo must appear on a 
dark background, the type should appear in white instead of black. 

These five color options are the ONLY color options. The five color options 
are available for each configuration. 

1. Full color 
This is the preferred logo. Whenever possible, use the full color version. 

Primary logo 
(ncss_primary_color) 

 

Stacked logo 
(ncss_stacked_color) 

 

Acronym only 
(ncss_acronym_color) 

 
 

Vertical logo 
(ncss_vertical_color) 

 

Horizontal logo 
(ncss_horizontal_color) 
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2. Full color reverse 
When the logo must appear on a dark background, the logo should appear with the 
type in white instead of black. This helps to make the logo legible and clear. 

Primary logo 
(ncss_primary_reverse) 

 

Stacked logo 
(ncss_stacked_reverse) 

 

Acronym only 
(ncss_acronym_reverse) 

 
Vertical logo 
(ncss_vertical_reverse) 

 

Horizontal logo 
(ncss_horizontal_reverse) 
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3. Grayscale logo 
When full-color printing is not available, use the grayscale version of the logo. 

Primary logo 
(ncss_primary_grayscale) 

 

Stacked logo 
(ncss_stacked_grayscale) 

 

Acronym only 
(ncss_acronym_grayscale) 

 
Vertical logo 
(ncss_vertical_grayscale) 

 

Horizontal logo 
(ncss_horizontal_grayscale) 
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4. Black 
When full-color printing is not available or legibility is a concern, use the black 
version of the logo. 

Primary logo 
(ncss_primary_black) 

 

Stacked logo 
(ncss_stacked_black) 

 

Acronym only 
(ncss_acronym_black) 

 
Vertical logo 
(ncss_vertical_black) 

 

Horizontal logo 
(ncss_horizontal_black) 
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5. White 
When the logo must appear on a dark background, the logo should appear with the 
type in white instead of black. This helps to make the logo legible and clear. 

Primary logo 
(ncss_primary_white) 

 

Stacked logo 
(ncss_stacked_white) 

 

Acronym only 
(ncss_acronym_white) 

 
Vertical logo 
(ncss_vertical_white) 

 

Horizontal logo 
(ncss_horizontal_white) 
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Color Palette 
The official colors for the logo are based on the CMYK color system. 
Approximations of these colors in other color systems (Pantone, RGB, Hex) are 
also provided. 

For print applications, use the CMYK color values. Use Pantone color spot when 
the use of color is limited or specified. For PowerPoint or word processing 
applications (Word), use the RGB color values. For website applications, use the 
Hex color values. 

 

 

Fonts 
The preferred fonts for use with NCSS-branded products are Helvetica and Times 
New Roman. Helvetica can be used in all instances, including headings, 
subheadings, and body text. When Helvetica is not available, use Arial as a 
suitable replacement. 

The preferred secondary font is Times New Roman. It is particularly suitable for 
lengthy body text and is legible with smaller text. 
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Unacceptable Logo Treatments 
It is important to maintain a consistent visual appearance of the logo; therefore, the 
logo must not be altered in any way. Do not change the colors, fonts, or 
configuration. 

The following are examples of unacceptable ways of using the NCSS logo. 

Unacceptable Color Treatments 
1. Do NOT reduce opacity. 

 

2. Do NOT rearrange the colors. 

 

3. Do NOT modify the colors. 
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Unacceptable Configurations 
1. Do NOT reconfigure. 

 

2. Do NOT use low resolution. 

 

3. Do NOT add elements. 

 

4. Do NOT distort, stretch, or skew. 

 

5. Do NOT change fonts. 
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6. Do NOT use either element alone. 

 

 

 

7. Do NOT apply any 3-D or shadow effects. 

 

 

Unacceptable background applications 
1. Do NOT use on a background with minimal contrast. 
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2. Do NOT use on a photograph with minimal contrast. 

 

3. Do NOT put a colored box behind the logo or otherwise isolate the logo in a 
confining shape. 
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Placement 
The logo is designed for display on all products of the NCSS. To ensure maximum 
visibility, the preferred position of the symbol on most information products is the 
top left corner. 

An iso-bar shall be used on all products to ensure a clean, consistent background 
area for the NCSS logo. All versions of the NCSS logo can be used within the iso-
bar. No images or gradations or can appear within the iso-bar. 

 

The iso-bar should be at 
least 0.75 inches tall. The 
recommended size is 
~10% of the media height 
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Acceptable variations of the iso-bar include: 

1. White on a colored background 

 

2. Color on a white or colored background 

 

3. White on a white background with a rule line 
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When used in conjunction with logos or symbols of other agencies, organizations, 
or partners, the logo should be given equal placement. The NCSS logo does not 
replace the NRCS logo or the logos of other partners. 

When the organizations are a mix of Federal and non-Federal, the logo for the lead 
organization should appear first with the remaining logos ordered as dictated by 
the situation. 

          

NRCS co-branding should comply with USDA Visual Standards. Other partners 
may have their own policies regarding co-branding. In such cases, follow the 
guidance of the primary organization regarding co-branding. 

Clear Space 
Clear space is the area surrounding the logo that must be kept free of competing 
text or graphics. 

The NCSS logo should be surrounded with clear space to ensure its visibility and 
impact. In most instances, the minimum area of clear space required around the 
logo is equal to the height of the words “National Cooperative Soil Survey.” 
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If you are using a version of the logo that contains only the initials, make sure that 
the clear space is equal to the height of the letters “NCSS.” 
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